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Press Release 

What is normal is not to normalise the relations with ''Israel'' but to give 
what is due to the Mavi Marmara killers 

Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yıldırım and the Prime Minister of the Jewish existence Netanyahu, 
have made it known in their press conference to the public that they came to an agreement after 
meetings that took years between Turkey and the Jewish existence. But whatever the consequences 
terms and conditions, there can’t be an agreement against the Muslims with the old enemy of Islam and 
the Muslims, the Jewish existence. Those who made this agreement, sat on the table and are pleased 
with the result, should know that they have betrayed Allah, Rasulullah and Islam. Also they should know 
that they have stabbed men like Khalifah Umar who conquered Palestine, Salahuddin Ayyubi who 
purified it from the Crusaders, Sultan Abdulhamid who refused to sell Palestine to the Jews and those 
who gave their lives like Sheikh Ahmet Yasin, in the back. 

This agreement as the Turkish side has been propagating is not beneficial to the Palestinian public. 
Those who are truly happy about this agreement are the invader Jewish existence government. For they 
are the ones, as if they are playing with the Muslims, that declare that they would not lift the blockade on 
Gaza. This shows the lack of vision and cowardice of the leaders of Turkey and shows the arrogance of 
the Jewish leaders who become encouraged from this. 

As it should be remembered, exactly 6 years ago the same thing happened. On the day of 1st of 
June 2010 the Jewish existence's pirates in the darkness of the night attacked the ship Mavi Marmara 
which was carrying help to Gaza, 10 Muslim brothers had ascended to the position of Shahadah 
(martyrdom) and help was prevented from reaching the Palestinian public. We had then also said as 
Hizb ut Tahrir / Wilayah Turkey immediately after this horrible incident to the leaders who only made 
weak condemnation statements: ''…We that only those who are weak and helpless condemn! Those 
who are afraid of their enemies and can’t bring to account to what was done to their citizens! Those who 
would be satisfied with only plain apologies, condemn! …” 

From the day the Jewish existence occupied Masjid al-Aqsa till this day we have never changed our 
statement and our fury has not passed. But we see that Erdoğan and AKP (Justice and Development 
Party) who said 6 years ago ''Palestinian Dawah is our Dawah, Mavi Marmara will be brought to account 
and as long as I am here, the relations with 'Israel' will not normalise'' has changed their statements a 
lot. Because those who were giving bold statements, are today trying to explain the ''wisdom and 
benefits'' of normalisation. These rulers that just spoke daringly didn’t do anything and called the Jewish 
existence a terrorist state, are now saying that ''Israel is our ally'', ''We have to accept that we need 
Israel, this is the realty of the region.'' 

We say that this agreement didn’t please the Palestinian public and the Muslims and it never will. 
On the contrary this agreement as it is stated by US Secretary of State Kerry it pleased the USA which 
you follow its orders to the letter. Your Palestinian Dawah is only in your speeches. Your Palestine love 
is just to exploit for vote. Your Great Nation Dream has ended with this vile agreement. You think that 
erecting a couple of buildings in Gaza is something of a work. You think that increasing your economic 
relations with the Jewish existence a great benefit. You think that living of the crumbles on the table the 
US set is great glory and honour. Whereas true glory and honour is in Islam. Normalisation with the 
Jewish existence for us is them being our eternal enemy and cutting all relations. The only truth we take 
under consideration is that these lands are Islamic lands and that with the establishment of the second 
Khilafah Rashidah (Caliphate) upon the method of the Prophethood the usurper Jewish existence will be 
completely wiped out of these lands. 
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